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Abstract. With the rapid advancement of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) in higher education, the amount of available student data grows. Universities collect the information about students, their demographics, their study results and their behaviour in the online environment. By applying modelling and predictive analysis methods it is possible to predict student outcome or detect bottlenecks in course design. Our work aims at statistical simulation of student behaviour in the VLE in order to identify behavioural patterns leading to drop-out or passive withdrawal i.e. the state when a student is not studying, but he has not actively withdrawn from studies. For that purpose, the method called Markov chain modelling has been used. Recorded student activities in VLE (VLE logs) has been used for constructing of probabilistic representation that students will perform some activity in the next week based on their activities in the current week. The result is an instance of the family of absorbing Markov chains, which can be analysed using the property called time to absorption. The preliminary results show that interesting patterns in student VLE behaviour can be uncovered, especially when combined with the information about submission of the first assessment. Our analysis has been performed using Open University Learning Analytics dataset (OULAD) and research notes are available online¹.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, higher education experiences a massive boom of ICT based education. At present, educators and students extensively use Virtual Learning Environments such as Moodle platform [1]. The ICT based education is further boosted by the introduction of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) platforms such as Coursera [2]. With all these platforms the amount of information about students grows. The possibilities of student data usage for improvement of the education have been investigated in over 200 studies in past years [3].

¹ https://bit.ly/2JrY5zv
In 2014 Hlosta et al. [4] proposed two methods for activity analysis: General Unary Hypothesis Automaton and Markov chains. The first method produces set of rules that describe the data. The second generates state transition probabilities from state to state, which represents chances that student change behaviour based on his previous behaviour. The main disadvantage of both methods is the complexity of achieved results.

The idea of previously mentioned work is further extended by Okubo et al. [5]. The authors employed the Markov chain-based method using data from Kyushu University and provided the method as a Moodle analysis module.

Later on, Davis et al. [6] employed Markov chains in the analysis of MOOC data from edX and Coursera courses with over 100,000 students.

Our research focused on the exploration of student behaviour using VLE logs in order to uncover behaviour leading to withdrawal or passive withdrawal of the student. For that purpose, we employed Markov chain modelling [7] on behavioural data available in Open University Learning Analytics dataset (OULAD) [8], which contains the data from a Moodle-like system used at the Open University². Furthermore, the previously used approach [4] has been simplified and the state space of student activities was reduced to 7 possible states, which will be further discussed in section 3

2 http://www.open.ac.uk/
3.1 Transforming VLE logs to states

At first, VLE logs were aggregated on a weekly basis. Next, by combining with course plan (available in OULAD dataset) the student state for every study week has been estimated as follows.

Each activity in VLE has been classified as planned or not based on the course plan. Next, summarization of the planned and non-planned activities for each student and each week has been computed. From the summarized data weekly states have been estimated. Student state in planned activities can fall into the three possible categories: student did nothing (0), student did something from the plan (E), and student did everything from the plan (A). Similarly, unplanned activities can be categorized to: student did nothing (0), and student did something out of the plan (E). When combined 6 possible states emerged: 00, E0, A0, 0E, EE, AE. For example, state 00 means that student did nothing at all – nothing from a plan and nothing from other (not planned) activities.

Finally, state Withdrawn, which represents the fact that student has actively withdrawn from studies, has been added to the set of states resulting in seven possible states, in which every student can be in each week.

3.2 Markov chains

For the construction of Markov chain, we will consider simplifications in order to reduce the problem to the most simple one: 1) the length of a course is infinite; 2) the probability of transition from state in one week to state in another week does not change over time (homogeneity condition of Markov chain); 3) student cannot return to a course when withdrawn; 4) the probability of changing the student state depends only on current week (this is called Markov property [7]). All above leads to the construction of so-called homogeneous absorbing Markov chain [7].

Markov chain is specified by the set of states $S$. In our case, these are defined by student states $S = \{00, E0, A0, 0E, EE, AE, Withdrawn\}$. From the set of states $S$ and weekly student states, we can construct the state transition matrix $P$, where the entry in $i$-th row and $j$-th column represents the probability $p_{ij}$ that a student moves from state $s_i$ in current week to state $s_j$ in following week. In addition, the computed transition matrix is reorganized in order to be in the canonical form [7].

Clearly, state Withdrawn is absorbing state, that means the student (the process) in this state cannot leave it. Since this state is of the interest we can analyse the resulting transition matrix of Markov chain by means of absorption time [7], which represents the average number of weeks needed to end up in the Withdrawn state for the student starting in state $s_i$.

4 Results

The Markov chain has been constructed for the three cases: 1) the whole cohort of students; 2) students who submitted the first assessment; 3) students who did not submit the first assessment. Following subsections present the results.
4.1 Markov chain of the whole cohort

As depicted above, the transition matrix of the whole cohort of students has been constructed. Before the estimation of transition probabilities, the students with states containing a small number of samples ($E_0$ and $A_0$) have been filtered out. The resulting model has 5 states and its transition matrix follows:

$$P_1 = \begin{pmatrix}
00 & 0.66 & 0.29 & 0.02 & 0 & 0.02 \\
0E & 0.13 & 0.75 & 0.09 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
EE & 0.05 & 0.45 & 0.37 & 0.11 & 0.01 \\
AE & 0.03 & 0.24 & 0.63 & 0.09 & 0 \\
Withdrawn & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}$$

Since the complexity of graphical representation is high, we decided to work with the transition matrix only. From the matrix $P_1$ the vector of absorption times $t_1$ is then computed: $t_1 = (78 \ 81 \ 81 \ 82)^T$.

4.2 Markov chain of submitting students

Same as in case of the whole cohort the students with states containing a small number of samples ($E_0$ and $A_0$) have been filtered out. Then the students who did submit the first assessment has been selected and the transition matrix was constructed:

$$P_2 = \begin{pmatrix}
00 & 0.62 & 0.35 & 0.02 & 0 & 0.01 \\
0E & 0.13 & 0.77 & 0.08 & 0.01 & 0 \\
EE & 0.06 & 0.59 & 0.33 & 0.01 & 0 \\
AE & 0.01 & 0.031 & 0.59 & 0.07 & 0 \\
Withdrawn & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}$$

Based on the transition matrix the absorption times vector is computed: $t_2 = (142 \ 145 \ 146 \ 146)^T$.

4.3 Markov chain of non-submitting students

Lastly the Markov chain for those who did not submit the first assessment has been computed. The students with states containing a small number of samples ($E_0$, $A_0$ and $AE$) have been filtered out and the transition matrix has been constructed:

$$P_3 = \begin{pmatrix}
00 & 0.95 & 0.03 & 0 & 0.02 \\
0E & 0.51 & 0.41 & 0.03 & 0.05 \\
EE & 0.38 & 0.38 & 0 & 0.25 \\
Withdrawn & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}$$

From the matrix $P_3$ the absorption times vector has been computed: $t_3 = (50 \ 47 \ 37)^T$. 
5 Discussion of results

When observing resulting transition matrix $P_1$ of the whole student cohort, one can notice that the probability of student withdrawing from the studies is twice larger for students with no activity in VLE than for student with at least some activity in VLE.

Another interesting observation is that students with no planned activity tend to do nothing from the plan next week (states 00 and 0E) and those who did nothing will do nothing next week in 2/3s of cases. On the other hand, students doing everything from the plan do not tend to withdraw their studies and with high probability will do at least something from the plan next week. Also, they will interact with the VLE with probability 0.96. If we compare the average time to withdraw from the course (time to absorption) students starting in state 00 (doing nothing in the first week) has the lowest time to withdraw.

When we split the data to students who did submit and who did not submit the first assessment, which has been proven to be a good predictor of student success [9], we can observe dramatic changes in the structure of a Markov chain. First, students who submitted the first assignment (transition matrix $P_2$) do not tend to withdraw from studies if they have at least minimal contact with VLE. Second, those who did everything planned tend to do at least something from a plan in the next week. Finally, only those who submitted the first assessment, but then did nothing in VLE have a small probability to withdraw.

What is much more interesting that students who did not submit the first assessment (transition matrix $P_3$) but still interacted with the planned activities in the VLE, tend to withdraw from the studies with probability 0.25. Those, who did not submit the first assessment and did nothing in the VLE tends to do nothing next week (the probability is 0.95). They can be understood as passive withdrawal students— they do nothing, do not actively withdraw and fail the course at the end.

What is important is the fact of homogeneous Markov chains meaning transition probabilities are not changing over time. Of course, it is important to say that in real situation transition probabilities changes over time, but the model called non-homogenous Markov chain is much harder to interpret. For that purpose, we stayed with the simple model, which can be further extended.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we employed Markov chain modelling for the analysis of student behaviour in VLE and its influence on student drop-out from the course. For the purpose of reproducibility, we used OULAD dataset and all the results and codes are available at https://bit.ly/2JrY5zv. The preliminary results showed that we can uncover interesting patterns of behaviour, which might help tutors to uncover conditions leading to student withdrawal. Results also indicated a pattern for passive withdrawal students. Since this is still work in progress we plan, for example, to include Monte Carlo simulation using computed Markov chains to simulate the behaviour of a single student.
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